OBSERVATION-BASED DETECTIVE METHOD FOR SYN FLOODING ATTACKS
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ABSTRACT. The SYN flooding attack is a typical DoS (Denial of Service) method causing servers to retain the half-open state which results in the exhaustion of its memory resources. This attack is difficult to defend by routers in such a case that the source IP address is spoofed. In this paper, we present an observation-based detective method for SYN flooding attacks at an early stage. We implement an attacking program, and experiment to observe response packets and syncache area. Firstly, our method explores sensitive metrics based on the measured data to detect a condition caused by SYN flooding attacks. Secondly, the packet loss rate and syncache rate are adopted as a metric to identify whether the server is attacked or not, then the threshold values for each metric are determined. Finally, we detect the server performance if it exceeds the pre-determined threshold values, then the detective host sends RST packets to release the half-open state on TCP accordingly.
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1. Introduction. DoS attacks easily happen taking advantage of the weakness of the network protocol and iterating requests of service for the application. Most organizations have opened their http and other ports on TCP to maintain their Web sites. DoS attacks aim directly at the application of Web server or TCP protocol to suspend their Internet services. In a DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attack, the assault is done together with many hijacked systems by a single attacker [1]. SYN flooding attacks [2, 3] disturb the establishment of the TCP connection. In this paper, “SYN” means that the SYN flag on TCP header is set and the Sequence number field on TCP header is valid synchronizing sequential numbers of data segment during the connection. “SYN+ACK” also means that the SYN and ACK flags on TCP header are set and the Sequence number and Acknowledgement number fields on TCP header are valid. An attacker does not respond to the SYN+ACK response from the server to which a huge amount of SYN requests is sent from the attacker with spoofed source IP addresses. As a result, TCP on the server should keep the huge number of the half-open state for each connection leading to the